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can the student find such huge and thorough experi-
ments in State socialism as those which were carried
on by the belligerent States under the pressure of war ?
Where such prodigious examples of the effect of
monetary inflation? Where again so firmly traced
the widely ramifying social consequences of high
taxes? The effects upon the trade and industry of
the world of the diminished purchasing power of
those countries which have suffered principally from
war, revolution; and famine, equally offer a problem
of immense interest and importance to the statesman
and the student.
Upon all thinking minds these grave and formidable
occurrences have imprinted a desire for light and
direction. How, it is asked, is this havoc to be soonest
repaired, and in what ways can the repetition of such
catastrophes as those which we have endured be
averted in future ?
Never then has the interest in international politics
been more widely spread. Never has the consciousness
that States do not and cannot lead a life apart but
that their prosperity and even their safety depend
upon other members of the great community of
nations been so widely appreciated. Never has it
been more necessary that the citizen who is called
upon to exercise his vote and, what is more important,
to contribute to the formation of public opinion
should know something of the political world in which
he lives.
How is this knowledge to be acquired ? There are
the ordinary histories, there are the encyclopaedias,
there are articles scattered in magazines. From each
of these sources much information may no doubt be
gleaned; but historians are apt to be long and to
stop short of the present, encyclopaedias to be dry,
and magazine articles at best can only give discon-
nected views of disconnected fragments. The kind of
introduction which most people want to the study of
the contemporary world is neither the formal narrative

